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INTRODUCTION 
Many properties which are characteristic of continuous function 
remain valid for several classes of non-continuous functions if 
appropriate limitations are imposed.  Some problems of topology may 
be solved only through the study of non-continuous functions.  In 
particular, Almost-Continuous Mappings by Singal and Singal [2] turn 
out to be the natural tool for studying almost-compact spaces (A space 
is said to be almost-compact if each open cover has a finite subfamily 
whose closures cover the space) of Alexandroff and Urysohn and also 
nearly-compact spaces (A space is said to be nearly-compact if every 
open cover has a finite subfamily the interiors of the closures of 
whose members cover the space) in as much as every almost-continuous 
image of an almost-compact space is almost-compact and every almost- 
continuous open image of a nearly-compact space is nearly-compact [3]. 
One of the aims of this thesis is to define some functions 
weaker than continuous functions in a topological space and to study 
the compositions, restrictions and extensions of these functions 
which are closely parallel to the elementary properties of continuous 
functions.  The ideas behind these results originated in [1], [2] 
and [6]. 
In Chapter I, Almost Continuous Mapping is defined and 
theorems of compositions and restrictions are proved. 
In Chapter II, Almost-Continuous Mapping, weakly-continuous 
functions and ©-continuous functions are defined.  The basic 
theorem on Almost-Continuous Mapping is proved. 
In Chapter III, Somewhat Continuous Function is defined, and 
the basic theorem on Somewhat Continuous Function is proved. 
vi 
CHAPTER I 
STALLINGS'   ALMOST  CONTINUOUS MAPPING 
DEFINITION 1.1.     If     f   :   X -»■ Y    is   a function  of  topological 
spaces,   then  that     f     is  almost   continuous means  that  for any open 
set     N C    X x Y,   if     T(f) d    N,   [T(f)   denotes   the graph of     f] 
there exists a continuous   function    g   :   X ■+ Y     such   that     T(g) ^   N 
[1]. 
EXAMPLE   1.1.     Let    R    be   the set of  real  numbers with  the 
usual  topology.     Let     f   :   R ■+ R    be defined as   follows: 
f(x)   = sin A if     :c i 0, 
f(0)   =  0. 
Then     f     is almost  continuous,   but not  continuous. 
PROOF:     Let    N    be an open subset of    R x R    which contains 
the graph of    f.    Then the point   (0,  f(0))  =  (0,  0)    is an element 
of      N.     Hence  there  exists  an open disc     S(0,   r)    with  radius     r 
and center    0,  such  that,    S(0,  r) c:   N.    Let    n    be a positive 
integer such   that   _i_    <      r.     Define    g   :   R + R    by 
nir 
x   I   1   J_ 
nir 
nir 
g(x)   =  f(x)     if 
g(x)   -    0       if 
Then g is continuous on R. Also, r(g)<^ N. For if | x | _ —_ , 
then  (x, g(x)) - (x, f(x)) e N by assumption and if | x | < JL , 
then (x, g(x)) = (0, 0) e N.  Hence  f  is almost continuous.  By 
definition f is not continuous. 
It is clear that every continuous function is almost contin- 
uous. 
THEOREM 1.1.  If  f : X -*■  Y  is almost continuous and 
g : Y ■*■ Z  is continuous where X, Y and Z are topological spaces, 
then gof : X -»■ Z  is almost continuous. 
PROOF:  Let N  be an open set of  X x Z, such that 
r(gof)c= N.  Let  g^ : X x Y -»■ X x Z be defined as g^ (x, y) = 
(x, g(y)).  Then  g^"1 (N)  is an open set of X x Y  and 
r(f) C g^-1 (N).  Since  f  is almost continuous there is a contin- 
uous  F : X * Y such that r(F) <=. %~X   (N).  Hence  goF : X ■* Z  is 
continuous and T(goF) <Z  N. 
THEOREM 1.2.  If  f : X + Y  is almost continuous and  C  is a 
closed subset of  X, then  fL » C ■*■ Y     is almost continuous. 
PROOF:  Let N be an open subset of C x Y such that 
r(fL)<= N.  Then there is an open set  N'  in X x  Y such that 
N = H* n    (C x Y).  The set N' V    [ (X - C)  x Y]  is then open 
in X x Y  and  r(f) <= N' U    [ (X - C)  x YJ.  Hence there is a 
continuous  F : X - Y,  T(F) C   N' U [(X- C)  x Y].  Clearly, 
FL : C ■*■  Y  is continuous and  r(F|„) C N. 
c 
THEOREM 1.3.  Let  X be a compact Hausdorff space,  Y a 
Hausdorff space and  Z  a topological space.  If  f : X ->- Y is 
continuous and g : Y ->• Z is almost continuous, then gof : X -> Z 
13 almost continuous. 
PROOF:  First note that if  Y  is replaced by  f(X), then 
f : X + f(X) is continuous.  f(X) is the continuous image of the 
compact set X and thus is compact.  Since  f(X) is a compact sub- 
set of the Hausdorff space  Y,  f(X) is closed in  Y. 
So  g|f/xj : f(X) + Z  is almost continuous by Theorem 1.2.  Thus 
we can assume that  f maps  X  onto Y.  Let N  be an open set of 
X x  Z such that  T(gof) C N;  let  f* : X x Z - Y  x  Z be 
defined by f* (x, z) = (f(x), z). Now, by definition of graph and 
gof, T(gof) = {(x, g(f(x)))| x e X} and T(g) = {(f(x), g(f(x)))|x e X} 
since  f  is onto.  So  f^ <x, g(f(x))) = (f(x), g(f(x))) by defini- 
tion of  f*.  Thus  f, (r(gof)) C r(g).  Let  (f(x), g(f(x)))  be 
an arbitrary point in r(g). Then £# (x, g(f(x))) = (f(x), g(f(x))). 
Hence (f(x), g(f(x)))  e  £# (r(gof)).  Therefore T^czf^   (r(gof)). 
Thus  £  (r(gof)) =  T(g).  Now, for any y c Y, f" (y)  is a 
compact subset of X; for any x e f_1(y)  let Nx be an open set 
of  X containing x and M  be an open set in  Z  containing 
gof(x) = g(y), such that ^    x Mx d N;  a finite number, say 
Nl ...  N.  of these N  cover r
1(y);let *•••**    bethe 
'   ' k 
corresponding M^.  Then let  Uy = Y - f (X - U  V
;  and let 
i=l 
W  = U   x  [  A  M 1 •  T^11  U   is a° °pen SUbS6t °f  Y  COntain" 
y    y        i-i   i y 
ing y;  hence My     is an open subset of Y  x Z  containing 
(y, g(y)>.  Let (x, z) e T1 GO.  Then  f^Cx. z) - (£(*), «) « Wy = 
.k. 
U  x 
y 
[  O  M ].  So  f(x) 6 U  and  z e Mt where  i = 1, 
i=l   i y 
f(x) t   f(X -   0  N )  since U  = Y - f(X -   U  N ).  So 
i-i   i y i-i 
k k 
x tf X -   U  N •  Hence x e U  N,  which implies  x E N  . 
i=l  i 1-1  * o 
Also,  z e M,   since  z e M  where  i = 1 k.  Thus 
o 1 
(x,   z)  e N±       x    Ht    C   N.     Therefore     f^"
1   (W  )   C: N.     Let 
o o 
W    ■   U       W .     Then    W     is an open  subset  of    Y     x    Z,   and 
y   e Y       y 
T(g) C   W.     Therefore  there  is  a continuous    G   :   Y + Z    such   that 
r(G) C   W.     Then    Gof   :   X + Z     is   continuous,     f^   (T(Gof))   = 
f*   ({(x,   z)})   =   {(f(x),   z)}  =   {(y,   z)}   =     T(G)  C   W.     Thus 
f     (r(Gof)) d   W.     Hence  r(Gof) C f/1   (f*   (r(Gof))) d f"1   (W) CN. 
Therefore     gof     is  almost  continuous. 
CHAPTER II 
SINGAL AND SINGAL'S ALMOST-CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 
DEFINITION 2.1.  A mapping  f : X ■* Y  is said to be almost- 
continuous rt  a point  x e X, if for every neighborhood M of 
f(x)  there is a neighborhood N  of  x such that  f(N) d 
Int (M)  [21. 
It is clear that if f : X ■* Y is continuous at a point x e X, 
then it is almost-continuous at x. But the converse of this state- 
ment may not be true, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.  Let  R be the set of real numbers and let T 
consists of  0, R and the complements of all countable subsets of 
R.  Let X = {a, b} and let  T* = {X, 0, {a}}.  Let f : (R, T) > (X, T ) 
be defined as follows: 
a, if  x  is rational, 
b, if  x  is irrational. 
Then  f  is almost continuous but not continuous. 
PROOF:  Let  x e R be rational.  Then X and  {a}  are the 
only two neighborhoods of  f(x) = a.  If M = X, then M =  X.  Thus 
Int (M) = X.  Therefore  f(N) O Int (M)  for any neighborhood N of x. 
If M =  {a}, then Ta7 = X.  Thus Int ( TaT ) = X.  Hence 
f (N) C Int ( TIT ) for any neighborhood N of x.  Now, let x e R 
be irrational.  Then  f(x) = b,  and X  is the only neighborhood of 
f(x) = 
f(x).  Therefore  f  is almost-continuous at each point of  R, but 
f  is not continuous at  x e R if  x is rational. 
DEFINITION 2.2.  A mapping  f : X ■*■ Y  is said to be almost- 
continuous if it is almost-continuous at each point  x  of  X. 
An almost-continuous mapping may fail to be continuous.  The 
mapping  f of example 2.1 is an almost-continuous mapping which is 
not continuous.  The following is another example of such a mapping. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.  Let  R be the set of real numbers and let T 
consist of 0, R and the complements of all countable subsets of 
R.  Let  U denote the usual topology for  R.  Let  i  be the identity 
mapping of  (R, U)  onto  (R, T).  Then  i : (R, U) —°nt° > (R. T) 
is almost-continuous but not continuous. 
PROOF:  Let x e R  and M be any neighborhood of  x  in (R, T). 
Then M  is an uncountable set, and hence M = R since the only closed 
sets in  (R, T)  are all countable sets of  R.  Thus  i (N) ez    M = R 
for any neighborhood  N  of  x  in  (R, U). 
Now, i  is not continuous at any x e R.  For if  x is rational, 
then  I U (x)  is an open set in T  containing  x.  [I = irrationals]. 
But  i-1 (I U {x}) =1 U {x}, which is not open in  U.  If  x is 
irrational, then  I  is an open set in  T  containing  x, and 
i"1 (I) = I is not open in U. 
Before stating and proving one of the main theorems, we need the 
following preliminaries. 
DEFINITION 2.3.  A set A  is called regularly-open if  A = Int (A); 
A set U  is called regularly-closed if  U - Int (U). 
DEFINITION 2.4.  Let  D be a nonempty set.  The relation >_ 
directs  D  iff the following three conditions hold: 
(a) For every a e D,  a ^ a. 
(b) If a ^ b  and b ^ c, then a >_ c. 
(c) For each a, b e D, there exists an element  c e D 
such that  c ^_ a and  c ^_ b. 
A directed set is a set D  together with a relation >_ that directs D 
and is denoted by  (D, >_ ). 
DEFINITION 2.5.  Let  X be any non-empty set, and let  D be 
a directed set.  Let  f : D + X be a function.  Then identifying 
f with its range we have  f =  {*xh , D where x^  = f(A), X e D. 
{xjk   D  is called a net in X. 
DEFINITION 2.6.  Let  (X, T)  be a topological space.  Let 
{xx>      be a net in X, and let  x e X.  We say that  {x^ g D 
converges to x  if given an open set  U  containing  x, (*\\   £ D 
is eventually in  U, that is, there exists A e D  such that 
u >_ A  implies  x e U. 
LEMMA 2.1.  A is a regularly-open subset of Y  iff  Y - A 
is regularly-closed. 
PROOF:  Let A be a regularly-open subset of Y.  Then 
Y - A = Y - Int (A).  Int (A) = Y - <7^A> . so 7^1 = Y - Int (A). 
Hence  Y - A = T^l.     Int (Y - A) = Y - A,  so A = Y - Int (Y - A). 
Hence  Y - A - Y - (Y - Int (Y - A)) - Int (Y - A).  So Y - A = 
Int (Y - A).  Therefore Y - A is regularly-closed. 
Now,   suppose    Y - A     is regularly-closed.     Then    A = Y -   (Y - A) 
Y - A. = Y  -  Int   (Y - A).     Int   (Y - A)   = Y - A,  so  Int   (Y - A) 
Thus Y - Int (Y - A) - Y - (Y - A) = Int (A).  Hence A = Int (A). 
Therefore A is regularly-open. 
LEMMA 2.2.  If  A is closed, then Int (A)  is a regularly-open 
set. 
PROOF:  Let V - Int (A).  Then V <= A, and hence  Int (V) CL 
Int (A) = V.  Also  V d   V  implies V C Int (V)  and hence 
V "   Int (V)  so V  is regularly-open.  Since V = Int (A), therefore 
Int (A)  is regularly-open. 
THEOREM 2.1.  For a mapping  f : X + Y, the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) f     is almost-continuous. 
(b) Inverse   image of every  regularly-open  subset   of    Y 
is  an  open subset of     X. 
(c) Inverse image of every regularly-closed subset of    Y 
is a  closed subset of     X. 
(d) For each point x of X and for each regularly-open 
neighborhood M of f(x), there is a neighborhood N 
of    x    such   that     f(N) d   M. 
(e) f"1 (A) C Int [f_1 (Int (A))] for every open subset 
A    of     Y. 
(f) [f_1   (Int   (B)] O    f"1   (B)     for every closed subset 
B    of    Y. 
(g)  For any point  x E X and for any net  {x }      which 
x  X  e D 
converges to x, the net {f(x, )}      is eventually in 
*  X e D 
each regularly-open set containing f(x). 
PROOF:  (a) —^ (b).  Let  U be any regularly-open subset of 
Y  and let  x e f"1 (U).  Then f(x) e U.  Therefore there exists an 
open set  V  in X such that x e V and  f(V) C   Int (U) = U.  Thus, 
x E V C f"1 (U)  and hence  f"1 (U) is the union of open sets which 
is open. 
(b) —^ (c).  Let A be any regularly-closed subset of  Y.  By 
Lemma 2.1 Y - A is regularly-open and therefore  f   (Y - A)  is 
open, that is,  X - f"1 (A)  is open.  Hence  f"1 (A)  is closed. 
(c) —^ (d).  Since M is regularly-open,  Y - M is regularly- 
closed by Lemma 2.1.  Consequently  f"  (Y - M)  is closed, that is, 
f"1 (M)  is open.  Also x e f"1 (M) = N (say).  Then N  is a 
neighborhood of x  such that f(N) C M. 
(d) =—^ (e).  Let A  be an open subset of  Y.  Then A 
is a closed set.  Let  x e f_1 (A).  Then by Lemma 2.2, Int (A)  is a 
regularly-open neighborhood of  f(x), since A  is open.  Then, there 
exists an open neighborhood  N of x  such that  f(N) C.  Int (A). 
Thus  x e N C   f"1 (Int (A)).  This means that  x £ Int [f-1 (Int (A))]. 
Hence  f"1 (A) C  Int [f-1 (Int (A))]. 
(e) __^ (f).  Let B  be a closed subset of Y.  Then Y - B  is 
open.  Since Y - B  is open, therefore 
£-1 (Y - 1) C   Int [f-1 (Int (Y~=~B))]   by hypothesis.  Therefore 
X - f1 (B) CZ   int [f1 (int (Y^Hf))]   since f"1 (Y - B> - X - f"1 (B). 
10 
Thus  X - Int [f-1 (Int (Y - B))] C   f"1 (B). 
But Int [f"1 (Int (Y - B))] CZ   €     (Int (Y - B)), and therefore 
X - f"1 (Int (Y - B)) c: X - Int [f_1 (Int (Y - B))] 
since  X - Int [f"1 (Int (Y - B))]  is closed. 
7=1 Hence  X - f"  (Int (Y - B)) f"1 (B). 
.-1 r-1 X - i~l   (Int (Y - B) = f"  (Y - Int (Y - B)).  But Y - Int (Y - B) 
Int (B)  since Y - Int (Y - B) = Y - (Y - B) = Int (B). 
Therefore X - f"1 (Int (Y - B)) = f-1 (Int (B)).  Hence f"1 (Int (B)) 
a f"1 (B). 
(f) (g).  Let  N be any regularly-open set containing  f(x). 
Then Y - N being closed, [f_1 Int (Y - N))] <Z  f"1 (Y - N). 
Since  Y - N  is regularly-closed by Lemma 2.1, therefore 
[f-1 (Y - N) d X - f"1 (N).  This means that  f1 (N) d.   Int [£"■    (N)]. 
Thus  f-1 (N)  is an open set containing x.  Since the net ^xx\   e   D 
converges to x, therefore there exists \Q   e D such that for all 
X >_X   (D  is directed by •>')  xx e f"
1 (N).  This means that 
f(xx) e N  for all  X >_ XQ , that is, the net  (*(*X>>A e D  
is 
eventually in N. 
(g)  > (a).  Suppose that  f  is not almost-continuous.  Then, 
there is an open set V  containing  f(x)  such that for any open set 
U  containing  x,  £(11)0  [Y-(Int(V»] *    0.  This implies that 
U O f"1 [Y - (Int (?))] i    0  for any open set  U  containing x. 
The family ^ of all open sets  U  containing x is directed by set 
inclusion.  For any U z  U choose a point ^     belonging to 
11 
-1   
U A f   [Int (Y - V)]. Then  {j^}      is a net in X which 
converges to x  and is such that no  I(XTJ)  is in Int (V).  Thus 
{f(Xy)}jj  «i is not eventually in the regularly-open set Int (V), 
which contradicts the hypothesis. 
THEOREM 2.2.  If  f  is an open continuous mapping of  X onto 
Y and if  g  is a mapping of Y  into  Z, then gof  is almost- 
continuous iff  g  is almost-continuous. 
PROOF:  First, let gof be almost-continuous.  Let  A be a 
regularly-open subset of  Z.  Since gof  is almost-continuous, there- 
fore  (gof)   (A)  is open, that is,  f   (g   (A))  is open by 
-1  -1 
Theorem 2.1.  Also  f  is open.  Therefore  f[f   (g   (A))]  is 
open, that is,  g   (A)  is open and consequently  g  is almost- 
continuous . 
Now, let  g be almost-continuous and let A be any regularly- 
open subset of  Z.  Then g   (A)  is an open subset of Y.  Since 
f  is continuous, therefore  f-1 (g"1 (A))  is au open subset of  X, 
that is,  (gof)~  (A)  is an open subset of  X.  Hence  gof  is 
almost-continuous. 
LEMMA 2   3.     Let     f   :   (X,   T)  *  (Y,  T*)     be  a homeomorphism. 
If    W    is  regularly-open in    X,   then    f(W)     is  regularly-open in    Y. 
PROOF:     f(W)     is   open since     f     is  an open map.     Hence 
f(W)    CZ Int   (TOO).     Let    y £   Int   (T(W)).     Then  there exists  an open 
set     U     in     Y     such   that    y e U   C  f(W).   But     f(W)=f(i)     since     f 
is homeomorphism.     Therefore,  y  6  U   ^  f<W)     and hence     f_1(U)   c:   W. 
Thus     f"1   (U)   C   Int   (W)     since     f"1   (U)     is  open.     By hypothesis, 
12 
Int (W) = W.  So  f"1 (U) C-  W and hence U C  f(W).  Therefore 
y £ f(W).  Hence we can conclude that Int (f (W)) CTf(W), and 
consequently Int (7(W)) ■ f(W).  Therefore  f(W)  is regularly- 
open. 
THEOREM 2.3.  Let  f : X ■*■ Y  be almost-continuous and 
g : Y ■*■ Z  be a homeomorphism.  Then gof : X ♦ Z is almost- 
continuous. 
PROOF:  Let  V be a regularly-open subset of  Z.  By Lemma 2.3, 
it follows that  g"1 (V)  is a regularly-open subset of  Y.  Since 
f  is almost-continuous, f"1 (g-1 (V))  is an open subset of  X.  But 
f-1 (g-1 (v)) - (gof)-1 (V).  Hence gof  is almost-continuous. 
REMARK 2.1.  The composition of two almost-continuous functions 
may fail to be almost-continuous as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2.3.  Let  X - {a, b, c, d}, 
S = {0, X, {a, d}, {c}, (a, c, d}}  and  T = {0, X, {a, b, c}}.  Let 
f : (X S) * (X, T)  be defined as follows: 
f(x) = x, 
and  g : (X, T) * (X, S)  be defined as follows: 
g(a) = c 
g(b) = c 
g(c) = c 
g(d) - b. 
The regularly-open sets of T are 0 and X, and f'1 (0) - 0 
and f"1 (X) - X which are open in S. The regularly-open sets of S 
are {a, d>. Co). X, and 0.  g"1 «•» ■ C. b. c) and g"1 ({a, d» = 1 
13 
which  are open in    T.     So by Theorem  2.1     (a)   and   (b)     f     and    g    are 
-1 
almost-continuous.     Now,   look at    gof   :   (X,   S)   ■*   (X,   S).      (gof)      ({c}) 
=  f"     (g"1 ({c}))- f~     ({a,   b,   c})  =   {a,  b,   c} which is  not  open  in    S. 
Therefore    gof     is not  almost-continuous. 
THEOREM 2.4.     Every restriction of an    almost-continuous mapping 
is  almost-continuous. 
PROOF:     Let     f     be an  almost-continuous mapping of     X    into    Y 
and  let    A    be any subset of    X.     For any  regularly-open  subset 
S     of     Y,      (f|A)
-1   (S)   = A   H   f-1   (S).     But,     f     being almost- 
continuous,   f-1   (S)     is   open and hence    A   O f-1   (S)     is  a  relatively 
open  subset   of    A,   that  is,     (f|.)~     (S)     is  an open  subset  of    A. 
A 
Hence  fl,  is almost-continuous. 
'A 
THEOREM 2.5.  Let  f map X  into Y and let  x be a point 
of  X.  If there exists an open set N  containing  x such that 
the restriction of  f  to N  is almost-continuous at  x, then  f 
is almost-continuous at  x. 
PROOF:  Let  U be any regularly-open set containing  f(x). 
Since  f|   is almost-continuous at  x, therefore, there is an open 
set  Vx  such that  x e M f\ V±  and  f(N O 1J  C U.  Since N A Vj 
is an open set containing x, we can conclude that  f  is almost- 
continuous at  x by Theorem 2.1  (a) and (d). 
THEOREM 2.6.  If  f  is a mapping of X  into Y  and 
X=X:U X2 , where Xj and X2  are closed and  f|^ and  f|^ 
are almost-continuous, then f is almost-continuous. 
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PROOF:  Let  A be a regularly-closed subset of Y.  Then, since 
f I   and  f|    are both almost-continuous, therefore (fI  )   (A) 
Xl       X2 Xl 
and (f |x )~  (A)  are both closed in Xj^ and X„ respectively.  Since 
X, and X„  are closed subsets of  X, therefore (f|v )   (
A)  ancl 
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(f |„ )   (A)  are also closed subsets of X.  Also  f"  (A) 
x2 
= (f|v )
_1 (A) U (f|  )_1 (A).  Thus  f-1 (A)  is the union of two 
Xl X2 
closed subsets and is therefore closed.  Hence by Theorem 2.1  (a) 
and (c)  f  is almost-continuous. 
THEOREM 2.,'.  If f  is a mapping of X  into Y and X = Xx U 
X0 and if  f|   and f|    are both almost-continuous at a point  x 
2 X,       Xo 
belonging to  X f\   X  , then f  is almost-continuous at  x. 
PROOF:  Let  U be any regularly-open set containing  f(x). 
Since  x e X, H X- and  f|x  , f Xo 
are both almost-continuous at 
x, therefore there exist open sets Vl  and V2 such that x e Xj^/j Vx 
and  f(Xx A vp C U, and x e X., H V., and  f(X2 A V,,) C U.  Now, 
since X = Xx U X2 , therefore f(V1 H  V,,) = f(Xl H Vx C\  V£) 
U  f(X2 O V1   r\  V2) C f(Xx A Vx) U   f(X2 n V2) C  0.  Thus 
vi n v? ■ v is an °pen set conta±nin8 x such that f(v) c u 
and hence f is almost continuous at x. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A mapping f : X - Y is said to be weakly- 
continuous if for each point x e X and each neighborhood V of 
f(x), there exists a neighborhood U of x such that f(U)C V [4]. 
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f(x) = . 
REMARK 2.2.  Obviously, every almost-continuous mapping is 
weakly-continuous.  But a weakly-continuous mapping may fail to be 
almost-continuous.  The following is an example. 
EXAMPLE 2.4.  Let  R be the set of real numbers and let T 
consist of 0, R and the complements of all countable subsets of 
R.  Let  X - {a, b, c}  and let T* = {0, X, {a}, {c}, {a, c}}. 
Let  f : (R, T) -»■ (X, T*)  be defined as follows: 
fa,   if x  is rational, 
b, if  x  is irrational. 
Then  f  is a weakly-continuous mapping which is not almost- 
continuous at any rational point. 
PROOF:  First, let  x e R be rational.  Then  f(x) = a.  Now 
X, {a}, {a, c} are the only open neighborhoods of  f(x) = a.  If 
V = X, then clearly there exists a neighborhood  U of x  such that 
f(U) C   V, that is, take U = R.  If  V = {a}, then V = {a, b}. 
Thus we may take  R as our neighborhood of  x since  f(R) = (a, b} 
= V.  Finally if  V = {a, c} then V = X.  Again take U = R.  Then 
clearly  f(U) C V.  Therefore  £  is weakly-continuous at  x. 
Now suppose  x  is irrational.  Then  f(x) = b and X is the 
only neighborhood of  b.  Thus, if U = R, V = X, then  f(U) C   V = V. 
So  f  is weakly-continuous at  x.  Therefore  f  is weakly- 
continuous. 
To see that  f  is not almost-continuous at  x  if  x is 
rational, note V = {a} is a neighborhood of  f(x) = a and 1st (V) 
= V, and that every neighborhood U of x contain both rational 
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and irrational numbers  and  consequently,   f(U)   =  {a,  b} <f- Int   (V) 
= V.     Therefore     f     is  a weakly-continuous mapping which  is not 
almost-continuous  at  any  rational  point. 
However,  we have the  following: 
THEOREM 2.8.     If    f   :   X -* Y     is a weakly-continuous  open 
mapping,   then     f     is almost-continuous. 
PROOF:     Let     x  e X    and  let    M    be any neighborhood  of     f(x). 
Since     f     is weakly-continuous,   there  is an open  neighborhood    N 
of     x    such   that     f00  C M.     Since    f     is  open,   therefore     f 00 
is  open.     Then     fOO   Cl Int   <M)     and consequently    £     is almost- 
continuous. 
COROLLARY  2.1.     An open mapping  is  almost-continuous   iff  it 
is weakly-continuous. 
DEFINITION  2.8.     A mapping     f   :  X + Y     is  said  to be ©.- 
continuous   if   for  each  point     x e  X    and each neighborhood ^U    of 
f(x),   there   is  a neighborhood    V     of    x    such that     f(V)CU     [5]. 
REMARK 2.3.     It  is   clear   that every 9-continuous mapping  is 
weakly-continuous.     A 9-continuous mapping may  fail   to be almost- 
continuous.     In fact,   the mapping     f     defined  in example   2.4  is 
9-continuous  but not  almost  continuous.     We  do not know,  however 
whether  every  almost-continuous mapping  is  e-continuous  or not. 
CHAPTER III 
SOMEWHAT CONTINUOUS  FUNCTIONS 
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DEFINITION 3.1.  Let  (X, S)  and  (Y, T)  be topological 
spaces.  A function  f : (X, S) +  (Y, T)  is said to be somewhat 
continuous provided that if U e T and f-1 (U) 4  0, then there 
is a  V e S  such that V j  0 and V C   f-1 (U)  [6]. 
REMARK 3.1.  It is clear that every continuous function is 
somewhat continuous, but a somewhat continuous function need not 
be continuous as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.  Let  X = {a, b, c, d}, let S = 
{0, X, {a, d}, {c>, {a, c, d}}, and let T = {0, X, {a, b, c}}. 
Then the identity function i : (X, S) +   (X, T)  is somewhat 
continuous but not continuous. 
PROOF:  The open sets of  T are 0, X and  {a, b, c}. 
f_1 (0) = 0,  f_1 (X) = X d X e S, and f"1 ({a, b, c}) = {a, b, c} 
and  {c} C  {a, b, c}.  Hence  i  is somewhat continuous.  To see 
that  i  is not continuous, note f~  ({a, b, c})={a, b, c} t     S. 
THEOREM 3.1.  If  f : (X, S)  *  (Y, T)  and 
g : (Y, T)  *  (Z, U)  are somewhat continuous functions and  f 
is onto, then  gof : (X, S) ■*■      (Z, U)  is somewhat continuous. 
PROOF:  Let W e U such that  (gof)~  (W) ^ 0.  Since 
(gof)"1 (W) = f~1(.g~1(.V))t   g
_1(W) j« 0.  Thus there is an A e T such 
that  A 4-     0  and  A C g_1 (W).  Since  f  is onto, T     (A) *    0 
and therefore there is a B e S  such that  B i    0 and B C f " (A) 
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Now,  B C f"1 (A) C f"1 (g_1 (W)) - (gof) 1 (W), and hence gof 
is somewhat continuous. 
THEOREM 3.2.  If  f : (X, S)  *  (Y, T)  is somewhat 
continuous and  g : (Y, T)  -+  (Z, U)  is continuous, then 
gof : (X, S)   ■*■     (Z, U)  is somewhat continuous. 
PROOF:  Let W e U  such that  (gof)"1 (W) +    0.  Since  g 
is continuous  g"1 (W) e T.  Since  (gof)"1 (W) - f"1 (g_1 (W)) 4    0, 
there is an A £ S  such that A 4    0  and AC f"  (g   (W)) 
= (gof)-1 (W).  Hence gof  is somewhat continuous. 
REMARK 3.2.  If  f : (X, S)  +  (Y, T)  is continuous and 
g : (Y, T)  *  (Z, U)  is somewhat continuous, 
then gof : (X, S)  *  (Z, U) may not be somewhat continuous as 
the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let X = {a, b, c, d}, S - {0, X}, 
T = {0, X, {b}}, and U = (0, X, {b, c, d}}. Define 
f : (X, S)  +  (X, T) as follows: 
f(a) - a 
f(b) = a 
f(c) - c 
f(d) = d . 
Define  g : (X, T)  -  (X, U)  by g(«) - «  for all  x e X.  Then 
gof : (X, S)  +  (X, U) is not somewhat continuous. 
PROOF:  f is continuous since f"1 (0) ■ 0. f"1 <x> " X and 
f-1 ({b} ) = 0 which belong to S. g is somewhat continuous since 
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g"1 (X) = X and X C X, and g"1 ({b, c, d}) = {b, c, d}  and 
{b} CT {b, c, d}.  Now, look at  (gof)-1 ({b, c, &})   = 
f"1 (g"1 ({b, c, d}))« f"1 ({b, c, d}) = {c, d}.  There Is no non- 
empty set belonging to  S  that is a subset of {c, d}.  Therefore 
gof  is not somewhat continuous. 
THEOREM 3.3.  If  f : (X, S)  +  (Y, T)  is a function, then 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) f  is somewhat continuous. 
(b) If C is a closed subset of Y such that f (C) t X, 
then there is a proDer closed subset D of X such that 
D => f"1 (C). 
(c) If M  is a dense subset of  X, then  f(M)  is a dense 
subset of f(X). 
PROOF:  (a) —^ (b).  Suppose f  is somewhat continuous.  Let 
C be a closed subset of  Y  such that  f_1 (C) 4    X.  Then Y - C 
is open and  f"1 (Y - C) +     0.  Since  f  is somewhat continuous, 
there is a  V e S  such that V t    0  and V C f " (Y - C). 
Now X - V  is closed and since  V t     0,   X - V +  X.  Let 
x e f"1 (C).  Then  f(x) E C and thus  f(x) t  Y - C  Therefore 
x t   f-1 (Y - C)  and thus  x i  V.  Therefore  x e X - V.  Hence 
x - v r>  f_1 (c). 
(b)-#    (c). Suppose     f   has property    (b).    Let    M be a dense 
subset of    X.     Let U    be  a nonempty open subset of    f(X) under the 
relative  topology. Then there is an element    V c T    such that 
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U = Vn f(X).     Therefore    Y - V    is  closed and  since     f     (V)  * 0, 
f-l(Y - V)  ^ X.     Thus   there  is   a proper  closed  subset     D    of     X    such 
that    DP f-1(Y  - V).      Since    X - D    is   a nonempty open  set and    M 
is  a dense subset of     X,   X - D     contains  a point     P    of     M.     Since     p 
t  D,   p  i   f_1(Y -  V)     and  thus     f(p)   t Y  - V    and     f(p)   e  V.     Therefore 
f(p)   E  V O f(X)   = U.     Hence    U     contains   the point     f(p)   of     f(M)   and 
thus    f(M)  is dense in    f(X). 
(C)    ->    (a).     Suppose     f     has property     (c).     Let    U e  T    such 
that    f_1(U)   + 0.     Suppose     f_1(U)     does not  contain a nonempty open 
subset of     X.     Then every nonempty open  subset  of    X    will  intersect 
X -  f_1(U)     and   thus     X -  f^U)     is  dense   in    X.     Therefore 
f(X -  t"lQJ))     is dense  in     f (X).     Let    x e £(X -  f1®)).     Then   there 
is a y £ X - f_1(U)    such that    f(y) = x.    Thus    y i  f     (U)    and 
f(y)   t U.     Therefore     x =  f(y)   t   £(X)   - 0.     Hence     f(X -   f_1(U))C: 
f(X)  -  U.     Thus     U A f(X)     is   a nonempty open subset of     f(X)     which 
contains no point of     f(X -  f_1(U))     which   is   impossible  since 
f(X-f_1(U))     is   dense  in     f(X).     Therefore     f_1(u)     contains   a non- 
empty open subset  of     X    and     I     is  somewhat  continuous. 
THEOREM 3.4.     If     i   I   (X,   8)  -   (Y,   T)     is  somewhat   continuous 
and    A     is  a dense subset of     X    and    SA    is   the  induced  topology  for 
A,   then     f|A   :   (A,  SA>   + (Y, D     is  somewhat  continuous. 
PROOF:     Let     B    be a dense subset of     (A,   SA>.     Since    A     is   dense 
in    X,   B     is  a dense  subset  of     X.     Since     f     is somewhat  continuous 
by Theorem 3.3     (a)     and     (c)     f(B)     is   dense  in     f(X).     But     f|A<B) 
r rl      (n\     -is   a   rtpnse   subset  of     f(A) 
=  f(B) C   f(A)  C   «(»•     Therefore     f|A   CD     *■  a dense 
,     mm. 9  \    t»t     and     (c)     fl.     i*  somewhat  continuous, and by Theorem 3.3     (a)     and     (cj     i|A 
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REMARK 3.3,     For a subset  to be either open or closed is not 
sufficient   to insure that  the restriction be somewhat continuous as 
the  following example  shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.     Let     X =   {a,   b,   c,   d},   S =  {0,   X,   {a,  b,   c},   {d}} 
and    T =  {0,  X,   {c,   d}}.     Let    A =  {a,  b,   c}.     Let   f   :   (X,   S)  +  (Y,  T) 
be defined by    f(x)  « x    for all     x e X.     Then     f     is somewhat con- 
tinuous but    f|        is not somewhat  continuous. 
PROOF:     A    is both an open and closed  subset of     (X,   S)     since 
A    and     {d}     are members of     S.     f    is  somewhat continuous  since 
r-1, e-1 f  X(X)   = X     and    X  C X    and     f_    ({c,   d})   =   {c,   d}     and     {d}  O {c,   d}. 
Now,     SA =   {0,  A}.     f|A   :   (A,   SA)   + (Y,   T)     is not  somewhat continuous, 
because     (f|A) ({c,   d}) =   {c,   d}    and    A =     {a,   b,   c)     is   the only 
nonempty set of     S   . 
THEOREM 3.5.     If     (X, S)     and     (Y,  T)     are  spaces and    X = AUB 
where    A    and    B     are open subsets  of    X    and     f   :   (X,  S)  ■*   (Y,  T) 
is  a function such  that     f   ,     and     f n     are somewhat  continuous  then 'A ■* 
f     is somewhat continuous. 
-1 
PROOF:     Let     U e T    such  that     f     (U)  t 0.     Then either 
f_1(U) n   A t 0    or    f-1(U)   r\   B * 0.     Say    f"   (U)   f\  A * 0.     Then 
(f|A)"  (U)  j 0    and there is an element    V    of    SA    such that V ^ 0 
and    V   C  (f|   )_1(U).     Then    V e S     and    V   df_1(U). 
A 
REMARK  3.4.     In the  previous   theorem  (Theorem 3.5)   it is not 
enough  to assume  that either    A   C\   B    is  closed or  that    A C\   B    is 
open as   the next  example shows. 
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EXAMPLE  3.4.     Let    X =  {a,   b,   c,   d},   S =   {0,   X,   {a},   {b,   c,  d}}, 
and T -  {0,   X,   {b,   c}}.     Let    A =   {a,   b,   c}  and B =   {a,   d}.     The 
function     f   :   (X,   S)    ■*■        (X,  T)   defined by     f (x)  = x     for all x e  X 
has   the property     f|       and    flB    
are somewhat continuous  but     f     is 
not   somewhat  continuous. 
PROOF:     Note   that    A f\   B =   {a}     is both an open and closed subset 
of     (X,   S).     S.   -   {0, A,   {a},   {b,   c}}.     f|      :   (A,   SA)    *       (X,   T)     is 
somewhat  continuous,   since       ^It) 
=   {b,   c}. 
S 
-1 (X) A     and       (f|   ) 
A 
-1 ({b,   c» 
B 
{0,   B,   {a},   {d}}   .     f|B   :   (B,   SR) (X,   T)     is  somewhat 
(*L>~*     (X)  =    B     and       (f  If1   ({b,   c})  = 0. 
B o 
continuous  since 
f   :   (X     S)       ■*     (X,   T)     is not  somewhat  continuous  since   there  is no 
nonempty  set  belonging  to    S     that   is a subset of    f"1   ({b,   c})  =  (b,   c} 
THEOREM  3.6.     If     (X,   S)     and     (Y,   T)     are  topological spaces and 
A     is  an open  subset of     X    and     f   :   (A,   SA)       *     (Y,   T)     is a somewhat 
continuous  function such   that     f   (A)     is  dense   in    Y,   then  any 
extension    F    of     f    mapping     (X,   S)     into     (Y,   T)     is  somewhat  con- 
tinuous. 
PROOF:     Let     F    be  an extension of     f.     Let    U  e T     such  that 
„-l (U)   i    0.     Then    U *     0    and since     f   (A)     is  dense  in    Y, 
U n    f   (A)   *     0.     Thus     f_1   CO)   i    0.     Therefore there  is  a    V e  SA 
such  that    V j    0    and    V C   f_1   (U).     But  since    A    is  open,     V t S 
and since    F    is an extension of    f, V C  f"1   (0)   C F~l  (0).    Hence 
F     is  somewhat continuous. 
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REMARK 3.5.  The next two examples show that both A being open 
in X and  f (A)  being dense in Y  are necessary in Theorem 3.6. 
EXAMPLE 3.5.  Let X = {a, b}, S = {0, X, {a}} and 
T = {0, X, {b}}.  Let A = {a}.  Define  f: (A, S ) *   (X, T)  by 
A 
f (a) ■ a.  Then  f  is somewhat continuous and A is an open subset 
of  X.  The extension  F of  f  defined by  F (a) = a and 
F (b) = b  is a function from  (X, S)  onto (X, T) which is not some- 
what continuous. 
PROOF:  Note that  SA = {0, A}.  f : (A, SA) *   (X, T)  is 
somewhat continuous since  f-1 (X) = A e S^     and  f   ({b}) = 0. 
Now consider  F : (X, S) £2£°> (x, T).  F_1 ({b}) = {b} which does 
not contain a nonempty open set in  S.  Therefore  F  is not somewhat 
continuous. 
EXAMPLE 3.6.  Let  X = {a, b}, S = {0, X}, and  T = {0, X, {a}}. 
Let A = {a}.  Then A is not open in  S.  Define 
f : (A, S.) *     (X, T) by f (a) = a. Then f (A)  is dense in 
(X, T)  and  f  is somewhat continuous.  The extension F of f 
defined by F (a) = a  and  F (b) = b  is a function from (X, S)  onto 
(X, T)  which is not somewhat continuous. 
PROOF:  f (A) = {a} and  {7} = {a, b) = X.  Hence  f (A)  is dense 
in  (X, T).  S - {0, A}.  So  f"1 (X) - A C SA and f
_1({a})- A e S^ 
A 
Hence  f  is somewhat continuous.  To see that F  is not somewhat 
continuous, note that  F"1 ({a}) = (a)  which does not contain a non- 
empty open set of  S. 
SUMMARY 
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In this thesis, the author examined definitions of several 
classes of functions weaker than continuous functions.  The primary 
goal was to determine if these functions had elementary properties 
which closely parallel to the elementary properties of continuous 
functions, that is, compositions, restrictions and extensions. 
Stallings' Almost Continuous Mapping was defined in Chapter I. 
From this definition, it was observed that for gof : X ■* Z  to 
be almost continuous,  f : X + Y had to be almost continuous and 
g : Y ■* Z  had to be continuous.  Also, for gof : X •+ Z  to be 
almost continuous, a continuous function  f  had to map a compact 
Hausdorff space X into a Hausdorff space Y and an almost contin- 
uous function g had to map a Hausdorff space Y  into a topological 
space  Z.  The theorem, f : X -> Y  is almost continuous and  C  is a 
closed subset of  X, then f|c : C * Y  is almost continuous was 
proved. 
In Chapter II, Singal and Singal's Almost-Continuous Mapping was 
defined.  The main theorem was if  f : X - Y  the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(a) f  is almost continuous. 
(b) Inverse image of every regularly-open subset of Y 
is an open subset of X. 
(c) Inverse image of every regularly-closed subset of 
Y  is a closed subset of  X. 
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(d) For each point  x of  X and for each regularly- 
open neighborhood M of  f(x), there is a 
neighborhood N of  x  such that  f (N) C M. 
(e) f1 (/) C Int [f1 (Int (A))]  for every open 
subset A of Y. 
(f) [f-1 (Int (B))] <=■ f"1 (B)  for every closed subset 
B  of Y. 
(g) For any point x e X and for any net  tx^K   D which 
converges to x, the net {f(xx)>x  D is eventually 
in each regularly-open set containing  f(x). 
For gof : X ■»• Z  to be almost-continuous,  f  had to be an open 
continuous mapping of X onto Y  and g had to be an almost- 
continuous mapping of Y  into  Z; or  f  had to be an almost- 
continuous mapping of  X into Y  and g map Y  into  Z had to be 
a homeomorphism. 
The composition of two almost-continuous functions might fail to 
be almost-continuous.  However, every restriction of an almost- 
continuous mapping was almost-continuous. 
If  f : X ■* Y  then for  f  to be almost-continuous, the following 
conditions had to exist: 
(a) x had to be a point of  X, and there must exist an 
open set  N  containing  x such that the restriction 
of  f  to  N be almost continuous at  x. 
(b) X = X.   U X2 where Xj  and X2  had to be closed and 
and  f must be almost-continuous. 
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(c)     X = X, U    X„    where     f|v      and    f L       must both be 
almost-continuous at  a point    x    that belong  to 
x1 n x2. 
Weakly-continuous mapping and ©-continuous mapping were defined. 
It was noted that every almost-continuous mapping was weakly- 
continuous, but a weakly-continuous mapping might fail to be almost 
continuous.  However, if  f : X ■* Y was a weakly-continuous open 
mapping, then  f was almost continuous.  It was determined that 
every O-continuous mapping was weakly-continuous, but a ©-continuous 
mapping might fail to be almost-continuous. 
Somewhat Continuous Function was defined in Chapter III.  It 
was observed that for gof : X - Z to be somewhat continuous, the 
following conditions had to exist: 
(a) f : X 
onto) Y had to be somewhat continuous and 
g : Y + Z had to be somewhat continuous. 
(b) f : X * Y had to be somewhat continuous and 
g : Y + Z had to be continuous.  If  f : X •*  Y 
was continuous and g : Y - Z was somewhat con- 
tinuous, then gof : X - Z might not be somewhat 
continuous. 
The basic theorem was if  f : X - Y is a function, then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a)  f is somewhat continuous. 
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(b) If C is a closed subset of Y such that 
f (C) ^ X, then there is a proper closed 
subset     D    of    X    such  that    D  Z> f-1   (C). 
(c) If     M    is a  dense subset  of     X,   then    f   (M) 
is a  dense subset   of     f(X). 
The  theorem,   if     f   :   (X,   S)   +   (Y,   T)     is  somewhat   continuous and 
A    is  a dense  subset  of     X    and     SA    is   the  induced  topology  for    A, 
then     f|A   :   (A,   S.)  +  (Y,   T)     is  somewhat   continuous was  proved. 
However,   it was noted that  for a subset  to be either open or  closed 
was not  sufficient to   insure that   the  restriction be somewhat  contin- 
uous. 
It was observed from the theorem,  if    X = A  U  B    where    A    and 
B     are open subsets of     X    and     f   :   (X,   S)   -   (Y,   T)     is  a  function 
such that    fl,     and    f|n    are  somewhat  continuous,   then    f     is some- 'A '•> 
what continuous,   it was not  enough   to assume  that  either    A   C\ B    is 
closed or    A  A   B     is open. 
The  existence of    A    being open  in    X     and    f   (A)     being  dense 
in    Y    were necessary  to  prove  the  theorem,   if     (X,   S)     and     (Y,  T) 
are  topological spaces  and    A    is  an open subset  of    X    and 
f   :   (A,   SA)  ■*   (Y,   T)     is  a somewhat continuous  function such  that 
f   (A)     is  dense  in    Y,   then any extension     F    of     f    mapping     (X,   S) 
into     (Y,   T)     is  somewhat continuous. 
It was observed  that every  continuous   function  is  almost  contin- 
uous,  weakly continuous,   and  somewhat   continuous,   but  the converse 
might not be  true. 
28 
As  a  problem of   further study,   one might   investigate whether 
every Almost-Continuous-Mapping  is ©-continuous using  the definitions 
introduced by  Singal     [2]. 
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